Meetupcall provides
Oxygen AM with
a secure remote
meeting service

Oxygen Asset Management Ltd was set up in
2004 by two former fund managers. Oxygen
has since grown its mandates and has been
responsible for numerous high profile London
assets.
Oxygen has delivered significant returns
to investors through the implementation of
asset strategies that are based on hands
on experience and best principles of adding
value to real estate.
Here Angela Kennedy, Office Manager at
Oxygen, explains how Meetupcall helps them
keep in touch with their investors.

Why was Meetupcall a good
solution?
Having used Meetupcall at my
previous firm during conference calls
with Oxygen, they commented when I
joined about the system and so I had
no hesitation in arranging the switch
to Meetupcall when I started working
here.

How was the move to Meetupcall?

It couldn’t have been easier.
Everything was set up and ready to go
within a couple of days at the most.

The result
What issues were Oxygen trying to
solve?
Oxygen were trying to reduce the
cost of our conference calls per
month and reduce issues we’d had
previously. Overseas clients had either
experienced issues dialling into the
Powwownow numbers or commented
on the high cost of the calls. This
meant there would be last minute
switches to other firm’s conference
call providers in order for calls to go
ahead.

Oxygen Asset Management now has
a lower monthly bill for our conference
calling, whilst our overseas clients
also save money thanks to the
hundreds of local dial-in numbers they
have access to around the world. The
conference dashboard is also really
useful as it allows us to see who is
dialled into the call second by second
instead of having to do “the check”.
Finally, having our company logo on
the invitation emails gives our clients
a more professional service.

Find out more and
let us build a plan
around your needs
Call us on +44 (0)203 137 8933
meetupcall.com

